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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
Sally Kindberg uses humour and uncanny motifs to embody emotional
tension. Her impressive paintings are decipherable at first glance; yet
dissolve into obscurity and planes of oily sheen upon visual
contemplation. The artist skilfully sculpts objects and components of
the body into exaggerated forms that appear taut and inflated, as
though swollen with feelings of the mind and existential concern.

‘QUEEN AUBERGINE’ is an exhibition of oil paintings that have
emerged from observational sketches and photographs. Kindberg
works with no desired result in mind, and draws visual inspiration from
her everyday surroundings, “I dig where I stand.” Living in London
means she has easy access to many infamous art galleries and
well-respected institutions, however Kindberg admittedly draws
stimulus from her local church, gym, library, train station, doctor’s
surgery, restaurants, etc. ”

Elastic Podium, 2020
Oil on Canvas
50 x 45 cm

Queen Aubergine, 2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 105 cm

This commonplace approach is mirrored
in her artworks as Kindberg reconfigures
the familiar into an uncanny context with
wit and macabre.

Paracetamol Landscape, 2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 180 cm

Full Moon, 2020
Oil on Canvas
25 x 20 cm

Heat Wave, 2020
Oil on Canvas
25 x 20 cm

Medieval Melt, 2020
Oil on Canvas
25 x 20 cm

This modesty allows, and ultimately calls
for a celebration of the awkward and
absurd occurrences of everyday, “I am
glad the world is clumsy“.

Sailing into the Backdrop, 2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 200 cm

Reality falls away as the viewer is
entranced, suspending ones thoughts in
the surreal illogic of dreams offered.

Fish Lady, 2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 105 cm

Into the Groove, 2020
Oil on Canvas50 x 45 cm

Kiss by the Window, 2020
Oil on Canvas
75 x 100 cm

Tunnel, 2020
Oil on Canvas
25 x 20 cm

With
this
re-contextualisation
comes
re-consideration, distortion and irrefutable
light illuminates the metaphors embedded
in the artist’s bathetic subjects.

Sea of Sweatshirt, 2020
Oil on Canvas
80 x 100 cm

Ultimately, Kindberg intends to demonstrate, through
tragicomedy, the dichotomies of our both civilised and
ludicrous society.

The Power of Pottery, 2019
Oil on Canvas
200 x 180 cm

The artist’s paintings are highly rendered and
initially lucid despite the ambiguous content and
blurred lines, which only dissolve further as the
artworks unravel and begin to pose larger
philosophical questions.

Java Trip, 2020
Oil on Canvas
45 x 55 cm

Somersault Still Life, 2020
Oil on canvas
66 x 81.5 cm

Winter Woman, 2020
Oil on Canvas
91.5 x 81 cm

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Sally Kindberg (b. 1970) is a Swedish artist based in London. Kindberg graduated with both a
Fine Art BA and MFA from Goldsmiths University of London, completing in 2012. Prolific in her
achievements, the artist has exhibited extensively since.
Kindberg has a well-established global presence and has noted the following as some of her
most significant successes. Recently, the artist produced some of her largest and most
ambitious paintings for an exhibition in Seoul: The London Now 2020 at Space K. Furthermore,
Kindberg has noted the memorable curatorial experience and rich conversations she had at
MOCA London in 2019 working with two other artists.
Additionally, Nature Morte Contemporary Artists Reinvigorate the Still Life was a travelling
group exhibition in which Kindberg participated that visited Norway, Sweden, Poland and the
UK. The artist is proud to have contributed in many highly regarded displays worldwide. As a
consequence of this wide-reaching exposure, Kindberg’s paintings have been collected in
Australia, Belgium, Hong Kong, Ireland,Netherlands, the UK and the US.
Sally Kindberg has also received news of her acceptance into the John Moores Painting Prize
2020 exhibition, which will bring together the best in contemporary British painting next
February.

In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that continues to persist in the art world,
Four You Gallery exclusively showcases the work of female artists. Four You Gallery is a

Gallery
info@fouryougallery.com

travelling venue-by-appointment that showcases contemporary art. It offers female artists a
global audience, whilst allowing art enthusiasts to discover thoughtfullycurated artworks
produced by international talents.

Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in galleries, as well as the exclusion of
women from the mainstream art market. Four You Gallery intends to provide a platform for
the overlooked; offering a space that encourages cross-discipline dialogue led solely by
women aiming to inflict change. Dedicated to the artist and regardless of their nationality,
medium, or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and
empower.

www.fouryougallery.com
fouryougallery

Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or passionate collector – we carefully select
artists with distinct and bold styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting the spotlight
on stimulating women in art.

